Warning to All True State Assemblies

By Anna Von Reitz

No State Coordinator or member of any State Assembly should support or have anything to do with any organization that includes U.S. Citizens as members and which pretends to be organizing a "State".

Be forewarned: what they are assembling is not a true State of the Union.

What these Tories are organizing is by definition another British Territorial State-of-State for their Queen, which they are attempting to substitute like cuckoo birds for the actual American Federal States of States which we are owed.

They are trying to pull the same trick on us that they pulled in the wake of the Civil War, only this time, we have the weather gauge. We know what they are doing. We know who they are.

We know the difference between us and them: they include US Citizens as members. The only thing they can assemble is a foreign State of State corporation.

And only those of us who can and who are willing, can act in the capacity of American State Citizens, and assemble a true State of the Union.

The object of assembling our actual States is to give proof to the world that the American Government is still here, and to take care of our own business --- which includes re-chartering our own Federal States of States to serve the needs of the American States and People.

We are not interested in serving the British Queen or the Pope or whatever other foreign interest is lurking in the shadows behind these would-be usurpers and the deluded brethren supporting them.

Be sure to spread the word and drive home the importance of the message.

Any group purporting to be a "State Assembly" which includes US Citizens as members is not one of our States and is not a member of our Union and is not American.

We will ruthlessly expose these groups as fakes and their leaders as traitors acting in Gross Breach of Trust against the States and People they are bound to serve.

We will expose them and their activities on our shores and we will take them and their Queen and their Pope to the Court of World Opinion for judgment of their Breach of Trust and Bad Faith and criminal abuse of Americans.

We will redouble our efforts to educate other Americans, to bring pressure upon the military and political leadership, and to oust these impostors once and for all.
Ours is a government of the People, by the People, and for the People -- Lawful Persons all, and all standing firmly on the land and soil of our beloved country.

Our Government is not a government of the Persons, by the Persons, or for the Persons.

Legal Persons-- "US Citizens"-- have no inheritance of our land and soil and no right to be confusing themselves with or competing against our lawful government in any way, shape, or form.

It is time for Americans to rise up and reclaim their stolen birthright, to assemble our States, and put an end to The Great Fraud. Join the right effort.
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